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Dear Member, 
 
WHITEFISH MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS:  APRIL 2019 

It appears that the lunatics have finally taken over the asylum. I don’t even think Ole 
Gunnar Solskjaer would get a decent result out of the 650-odd elected politicians racking 
up the overtime in Westminster this past couple of weeks. Right now, the only thing we 
can be sure of is the UK still being an EU member state until at least the 12th of April. For 
fishing, the deal on the table works. We are out of the CFP; we regain control of our 
fisheries resources and we maintain the possibility of frictionless trade in seafood with the 
EU. All other options, whether it’s Common Market 2.0, the Malthouse Compromise, 
Norway plus, Canada plus - are akin to opening Pandora’s box. We would be back to square 
one with a real risk of getting sucked into something much more closely resembling the 
CFP via the back door - our EU counterparts will certainly be hoping that's the case. And 
while all this is going on, the Fisheries Bill (the piece of legislation needed to ensure that 
the UK can legally set its own quota’s and control access after Brexit) is still making its way 
through the amendment stage. One particular amendment has caught the eye - because 
it proposes to completely abolish the Fixed Quota Allocation (FQA) mechanism after Brexit. 
The proposed amendment is contained within a briefing paper written by the Greens and 
the Scottish Creel Federation (amongst others) titled “A fairer and more sustainable 
approach to distributing UK fishing quotas” and states; “this (amendment) would simply 
remove historic catch levels as a determinant for allocating existing and new fishing 
opportunities, and require that environmental, social and local economic criteria are 
prioritised instead”. That's quite an ambitious proposal given that both the UK and Scottish 
Governments have already publicly stated that all existing fishing opportunities will 
continue to be allocated via the FQA mechanism post CFP departure.  

And the CFP reference brings me neatly onto the topic of infamous article 15, the Landings 
Obligation, and one of the much-hyped tools in the choke avoidance toolbox - Interspecies 
Flexibility (ISF). ISF allows you to convert one species for which you have sufficient quota 
into another for which you do not have sufficient quota, if both donor and recipient stocks 
are within safe biological limits (however defined), to avoid a choke scenario and 
premature fishery closure. Due to various concerns ISF has always been deemed an ‘option 
of last resort’ by most fisheries managers, and certainly not something that should be used 
lightly. I was therefore extremely concerned to discover the way ISF had been used by the  
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MMO and two English POs, who both converted around 170 tonnes more than the 
maximum permissible amount of North Sea saithe that could be borrowed under UK quota 
management rules in 2018 into North Sea cod, haddock and whiting. This highly-
questionable practice has cost Scottish PO’s dearly. Under normal circumstances, had the 
use of ISF not been permitted, Scottish POs would collectively have been in receipt of 
around 425 tonnes of banked North Sea saithe quota. However, because ISF was permitted 
without any apparent limit, Scottish POs have received just 64 tonnes of banked North Sea 
saithe quota. Scottish POs have therefore collectively lost out on around 360 tonnes of 
North Sea saithe with a landed value of approx. £360,000 through no fault of their own. The 
potential application of ISF has always been a controversial subject and this is the perfect 
example why – I’m intrigued to learn what the MMO will do to remedy the situation, 
particularly given the unwelcome news that a ‘coding error’ has been discovered during 
the ICES Northern Shelf saithe inter-benchmark exercise which means that the 
Commission wants to apply an ‘in-year’ decrease to the TAC of around 23%. It never rains 
but it pours. 

You should all have received instructions on how to record Below Minimum Size (BMS) 
discards – remember that quota pools for North Sea cod, haddock, whiting, saithe, hake 
and plaice are being held centrally by Marine Scotland and any BMS landings you make of 
those species will not be deducted from your own quota holding but will instead be 
deducted from the centrally held pools. In relation to West Coast cod and whiting, which 
you will recall are both currently classified as by-catch fisheries, thanks to swaps with the 
Irish and an unexpected additional allocation from the Commission we now have 
somewhere in the region of 1,000 tonnes in the system which means that the West Coast 
cod by-catch allowance will increase from 1.5% to 3% on the 31st of March. West coast 
whiting and Rockall cod by-catch allowances will both be set at 1.5%. 

Finally, despite the challenging quotas this year I’m encouraged to note that members are 
so far broadly adhering to their allocations. While it has been necessary to decrease some 
pool allocations for April, we have increased the North Sea and West Coast nephrops 
allocations as well as the North Sea monkfish allocation. Most importantly, do remember; if 
you don’t have it in place before the start of the voyage, do your best to avoid catching it, 
otherwise a choke situation could occur, vessels could be tied up and disciplinary action 
may be necessary. 

 Yours sincerely, 

 
 
JOHN ANDERSON 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

 


